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How Our Lives, and Medical Practice,
have Changed in 2 Short Months
By Dr Lee Pheng Soon, President, 44th SMA Council

S

ARS has been described both as the medical event of
the decade, and the greatest challenge facing Singapore
since independence. This new infection of high morbidity
and mortality, that spreads relentlessly the moment we let
down our guard, has made all of us pause to think. It’s now
become clear that the disease is not going to disappear
like a bad dream. And it is also clear that medical practice –
whether in the hospital, in the humble HDB GP’s clinic,
or from the helicopter cockpit of Ministerial Policy – is now
very changed, compared to even as recent as 2 months ago.
Many of these changes are probably forever.
The Outgoing President’s Forum features the many achievements
of the team he led, in the past 12 months. As the incoming
President you elected, I will instead speak about change – forced
upon us, and upon the practice of medicine in Singapore, by SARS
and related recent events. We need to think about these unpleasant
points, because even if we do not want to change, the world
around us already has – and we cannot avoid being impacted
by the consequences. The ostrich may stick his head into the
sand, but his action will not alter swiftly approaching events.

OUR ATTITUDES TOWARDS LEARNING NEED TO CHANGE
Compulsory CME, started just before the SARS epidemic,
emphasized the need for continuous learning. CME is usually
about updates and “new science”, and learning about this is essential.
However, SARS has shown many of us how much we have
forgotten of first-principles – in this case, those relating to
microbiology, immunology, and infection control. Patients now
routinely ask us very basic but specific questions: about the possibility
of airborne infection, the ability of viruses to survive and be brought
home on clothing, the value of specific hand-wash soaps or specific
air-ionizers. They demand clear answers because they need to
dismiss both folklore myths and scientifically-couched untruths
found in half-page advertisements in newspapers. Many of us
stumble, unable to provide clear and confident responses, and
our credibility as healthcare professionals suffer. We are thus
reminded that CME is not just learning new things, and also
about reviewing forgotten first-principles from dusty textbooks.
And there is no shame in acknowledging this.
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IN MEMORIAM: DR ALEXANDRE CHAO
22 APRIL 2003, ICU, SGH. – 1900 HOURS

And Then The Line Went Meekly Straight
And then the line went meekly straight,
No more punctuations of peaks and troughs;
The final cut between life and death.
I blinked past the wetness of white and lights,
Some sat down, some slumped against walls,
Choking as all spirit fled us,
Unable to stand and muster a farewell to
This gentle soul into the night.
And then the line went meekly straight,
I looked upon he who laid ashen,
Still as the gripping cold of the room.
Behind him the machines wept and breathed,
Into veins curdled,
Into lungs drowned.
The sickle had reaped
This gentle soul into the night.
And then the line went meekly straight,
As it should have some time ago,
If not for comrades that have kept the semblance
Of a living heart, with tired arms and bent backs.
We have seen more deaths than we care to know.
But, we men and women, now pained to the pith,
Will always remember the passing of
This gentle soul into the night.
Written by a doctor who was in the ICU
at the time of Dr Chao’s passing
*line - ‘line’ of ECG trace on patients monitors in ICU

If you have something to share on SARS or other
issues, please email us at krysania@sma.org.sg
We welcome your opinions,
comments and observations.
The Editor
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